
Dear All

The end of World War 1 was 11 November 1918, one hundred years ago.  But, in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) the 
German Commander, General Von Lettow Vorbeck, did not know and he continued his campaign until 25 November.  He 
was then informed that the war had ended two weeks previously.  

LIVINGSTONE
Typhoid

There was a report in The Mast about suspected cases of typhoid in Ngwenya, Livingstone.  This was about 10 days ago.  
The report said the authorities were awaiting confirmation from lab tests.  I have not seen another report in the media.  

However, it is worth noting that, with the rains (hopefully) on the way, we all need to be careful about cleanliness and what 
we eat and drink.  

Drains

It has been very pleasing to see drains being cleared in Livingstone.  Bit by bit, most of our storm drains are being freed 
of rubbish and the clogging sand.  So, well done, Council.  Let’s hope this is an ongoing exercise and that we can keep up 
the good work.



CABINETS NODS ITEZHI TEZHI AIRPORT PROJECT
ZNBC

Cabinet has approved the construction of an International Airport in Itezhi Tezhi District.  Central Province Permanent 
Secretary, Chanda Kabwe says the Ministry of finance is working on the financing modalities.  Mr Kabwe says the Airport 
will be constructed under a Public Private Partnership.

He told ZNBC News in an interview that this will be key to the tourism sector as the Airport will also service the Kafue 
National Park. …

And Mr Kabwe says an investor will put up a multi-million hotel in Chitambo where the bat migration takes place. …

G: I cannot see how an International airport in Itezhi-Tezhi could be economic.  I love the Itezhi-Tezhi area but it is not 
attractive to many.  A dam wall is not a tourist attraction.  There are, I think, five lodges in the area, all of which struggle to 
survive economically.  Some visitors like to fish in the dam and, 10 km away is the Kafue National Park.  This section of 
the park is not well-stocked with wildlife.   An international airport is very expensive to build and it is important to look at 
which airlines would want to use it.  A small airport might work but I doubt that Proflight would find it a viable destination.   
About an international hotel in Chitambo for the bat migration, I can only comment that the migration only occurs for a 
couple of months each year.  For a hotel to be economic, it has to operate throughout the year.  Kasanka National Park is 
quiet when the bats have gone. 

ZAMBIA

83% of fresh water species of Kafue basin depleted – WWF report
Zambia Business Times

World Wide Fund for nature – WWF Zambia Country Director Nachilala Nkombo disclosed that 83% of fresh water 
species in the Kafue Water Basin catchment area have been depleted by just two generations due to climate change, 
pollution and unsustainable water retraction.

The WWF report of the water situation analysis study was focused on the stretch from Itezhi-tezhi Dam to the confluence 
of the Zambezi River. It includes an investigation of the water resources of the Lower Kafue basin, the ecological 
requirements for a functioning river, and water demands and trade-offs.

The Kafue water basin accounts for the livelihoods of an estimated 50% of Zambia’s population and is central to 
agriculture, hydroelectric power 
and other vital industry sectors. 
The GDP for the Lower Kafue 
Sub-Basin is estimated at $5.1 
million. The Kafue water basin 
is key to the country’s economic 
prosperity. As Zambia’s 
economy expands the demands 
on the basin have increased, 
putting it at risk, which also 
means putting the country’s 
entire economy at risk.

The Lower Kafue Basin Water 
Situation Analysis Report, 
produced by the World 
Wildlife Fund Zambia (WWF) 
and sponsored by Zambian 
Breweries has underpinned 
the need for the river and its 
catchment area to be conserved 
to ensure a sustainable quality 
water supply. ...



Chipembele Wildlife Education Trust
 
Chipembele’s Education team is pushing hard now to get as many students 
as possible into South Luangwa National Park before the rains arrive! 
Our 2018 field trips are supported by Save The Giraffes, a conservation 
organisation dedicated to protecting giraffes and their habitats. In Term 3 
so far, we have taken more than 315 students into South Luangwa National 
Park and 21 teachers! For most of these students, the field trip was their first 
time ever visiting their own national park.If we are to protect and conserve 
our amazing ecosystems and wildlife, we need the support and stewardship 
of our community members of all generations, including our next generation. 
These trips are essential in demonstrating the value of wildlife to our students, 
teachers and future decision makers of Zambia! All of this is possible thanks 
to Schulprojekte Sambia for generously donating the Safari Cruiser to 
Chipembele a few years ago! 



COMMUNITY TO THE RESCUE
Peace Parks Foundation

With their heads just barely sticking out, the outcome looked very bleak for this poor female impala and her calf that had 
gotten stuck in a deep muddy water hole just outside of Mooka Village, close to the Simalaha Community Conservancy in 
Zambia. Luckily for them, Akapelwa Mazangwa, Hazeen Amukusana and three year old James Mooka were out looking 
for wild fruit and nuts, when the very agitated impala herd standing around the muddy pit, alerted them to the situation. 
The trio immediately sought help from Muselekwa, one of the Simalaha Conservancy’s specially trained wildlife scouts 
and together, they rescued and cleaned the very dirty, yet uninjured, animals who happily rejoined their herd.

“We see the animals restocked and protected in Simalaha, and now when you find an animal stuck like this in the mud 
you rescue it rather than kill it. We can get more money from the animal when it is alive as tourists come to visit it, than 
selling the meat. Our children don’t have employment, only a few that are fortunate were employed here. If they are 
employed it helps us the community, tomorrow again others maybe employed. Again after two years others can be 
employed. When the work grows more can be employed. And so this business makes improvement”, said Akapelwa.

Matusadona Anti Poaching Project

More good results last night. Eight Zambians were arrested illegally netting in 
Zimbabwean waters. Two banana boats were recovered, equipped with 25hp and 
30 hp motors. They have decimated their waters and will do the same to ours if we 
don’t manage them. Well done team, excellent result. Pictures of their catch before 
being apprehended.

ZIMBABWE



Multi-lingual VP charms delegates
The Herald

Vice President Kembo Mohadi yesterday charmed health ministers and experts from Central, East and Southern Africa 
with some jokes while speaking in various indigenous languages spoken in the region.
VP Mohadi, who was the guest of honour at the 67th East Central and Southern Africa (ECSA) Health Ministers’ 
conference, spoke fluently in Sesotho, Setswana and Lozi as he interacted with delegates while delivering his official 
speech.  He was inviting the delegates to sample the country’s tourism when he switched to indigenous languages.

The VP said Basotho, Batswana and Lozi should claim ownership of the Mosi-oa-Tunya name, indigenous to Victoria 
Falls meaning the “smoke that thunders”, saying it was named by the Lozi people when they migrated from Lesotho.
 
The VP told delegates that Mosi-oa-Tunya, which is said to be in the local Nambya and Tonga languages, should actually 
be credited to Basotho as the name originated from King Lewanika of the Lozi Kingdom.  King Lewanika and the Lozi 
people’s origins are traced back to Lesotho.

“We welcome you to Victoria Falls and as you deliberate, take time to enjoy Mosi-oa-Tunya which is Tonga or Nambya for 
the smoke that thunders,” he said.
“Actually, this should be either Sesotho, Lozi or Setswana. Mosi-oa-Tunya was colloquially discovered by David 
Livingstone, but we don’t know how he discovered something that was already there and named it after his Queen 
Victoria.”
 
VP Mohadi said Victoria Falls could have been named after King Lewanika because he and the Lozi came up with the 
name Mosi-oa-Tunya.

In another jest, VP Mohadi drew laughter when he said South Africa and Zambia advertise Victoria Falls as if it’s theirs.
“The Falls belong to the two of us, Zimbabwe and Zambia,” said VP Mohadi.
“What’s interesting is that South Africa invites tourists saying visit South Africa and see the Victoria Falls. Zambia also 
advertises Victoria Falls, but they are on the back of the Falls which are in Zimbabwe. …

G:  I found this article rather confusing but it is heart-warming that Kembo Mohadi does know a bit about our local history, 
even though it is not totally what has been written down.  At least he has stated that Mosi-oa-Tunya is a Zambian name. 
The name derives from the Kololo language; the Kololo were a Sotho clan which invaded western Zambia.  The Kololo 
were wiped out after 40 years of reigning over the Aluyi people who took back control.  It was then that the Aluyi became 
known as the Lozi people and their king became King Lewanika.  They retained the Kololo (Sotho) language. 

It was during the reign of Sekeletu, the Kololo Chief, when David Livingstone was brought to the Mosi-oa-Tunya Falls.  
The Tonga (Toka) name for the Victoria Falls is Shungu Namutitima.  

The Nambya people came to the Victoria Falls area after fleeing from their home near Sinamatella, Hwange, from the 
Matabele who raided all around their home of Bulawayo.  Many of the smaller ethnic groups fled from Zimbabwe during 
that time and found a refuge across the Zambezi River where they joined the Tonga clans.  The Matabele may have been 
great warriors but had no makora skills and could only cross the river with the help of the Tonga … and this was rarely 
offered.  I don’t know much about the Nambya language but I doubt that they have any connection to the name Mosi-oa-
Tunya … more likely they called the falls Shungu Namutitima like their new friends, the Tonga.  



Victoria Falls Wildlife Trust

Last week a male BUFFALO was found near the Big Tree with a 
very nasty WIRE SNARE cutting deep into his back leg. Our Vet 
team assembled to dart him, successfully removing the snare 
and treating the wound. The wound was serious and the animal 
was sadly in bad condition but luckily was seen 2 days ago 
recovering on an island away from the threat of predators. We 
will continue to monitor this animal to evaluate its progress

Bumi Hills Anti Poaching Unit (BHAPU)

The tiger fish run has begun - these fish swim up into the upper reaches of major rivers such as the Sanyati and Ume to 
spawn. Sadly, fish poachers take full advantage of this, and catch many tiger in illegally placed gillnets in these breeding 
areas.
These photos show the size and quantity of some of the tiger 
caught, in a single net. Wholesale netting of these areas will 
have devastating consequences on future fish populations of 
the lake, unless controlled. This is one of our major focuses of 
BHAPU, working in conjunction with PWLMA.

Plan to ship gorillas from DRC to Zimbabwe raises alarm
Mongabay

The head of Zimbabwe’s wildlife authority says the agency plans to receive a donation of gorillas and okapis from the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), part of a wildlife exchange program that recently saw 10 white rhinos sent to the 
DRC from Zimbabwe.
The plan, officials say, is still being worked out. But the prospect has raised alarm over the welfare of the animals, the 
impact on the local ecosystem, and the possibility that animals from the DRC could be infected with Ebola.
Zimbabwe has previously sold wild animals for display in China, leading some activists to fear the gorillas and okapis 
could ultimately end up in that country — an allegation Zimbabwean authorities strongly deny.
In September, the Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management Authority (Zimparks) revealed that the country would soon 
receive a donation of gorillas from the DRC. ...

Zimbabwe’s government says the translocated animals will 
help boost the country’s tourism and bring diversity to the 
country’s wildlife. But news of the proposed transfer has 
raised concerns among both residents and primate experts. 
...

Where will they go?

Nyanga, in the highlands of eastern Zimbabwe’s 
Manicaland province, has been floated as a possible habitat 
for the translocated animals.

The area is famed for its cool temperatures and lush 
vegetation, nourished by several rivers and streams that 
course through the area. The mountainous terrain teems 
with wildlife, including zebras, waterbucks, impalas, blue 



duikers and elands.

But the area isn’t suitable for either mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei beringei) or okapis, says Mike Hitschmann, a 
wildlife expert with the Cecil Kop Nature Reserve in Manicaland. Both, he says, inhabit specific niches in tropical climates. 
“Where, specifically, would they want to keep them?” Hitschmann asks.

“One would have to assume that they intend keeping them in a form of outdoor zoo scenario somewhere else in the 
country, assuming that the rumors are true,” he says. Hitschmann says he believes the facility he works with — a 
15-square-kilometer (5.8-square-mile) wildlife park in Mutare, about 100 kilometers (60 miles) south of Nyanga — is the 
most viable option in Manicaland. “We have not heard from them on this subject,” he says.

Liz Greengrass, head of conservation at animal welfare 
NGO Born Free, echoes concerns that the habitat in 
Zimbabwe is unsuitable for equatorial species like gorillas. 
Furthermore, she says, by entering into an animal exchange 
program, these countries are likely to be removing animals 
from the wild and keeping them in captivity. Any such 
transfer cannot be seen as a conservation initiative, she 
says.

“The translocation has no benefits for the gorilla and is not 
only risky for the individuals, but also for the population at 
large, as it sets a dangerous precedent and undoubtedly 
goes against any international conservation commitments 
these countries have made,” she says. ...

Zimparks spokesman Tinashe Farawo, however, says 
gorillas can play an important role in Zimbabwe’s tourism 
industry. He points to other African countries where tourists pay big money to see the primates.

“Do you know it cost more than $300 to watch gorillas in Rwanda? That’s the kind of tourism we want in Zimbabwe. 
Gorillas contribute a lot to tourism revenue but we need to do more research before the gorillas come to Zimbabwe,” he 
says.

Hitschmann says that if Zimparks is indeed entertaining the idea of bringing gorillas or okapis to Manicaland, the agency 
needs to think about more than just potential tourism dollars.

“Are they bringing them here purely to ‘display’ them to the public or are they considering setting up a breeding program 
since both species are endangered?” he says. ...

Fears of a China connection

Some observers have raised questions about whether the animals will even end up in Zimbabwe. Zimparks has a history 
of sending wildlife, notably elephants, to China for display in zoos and parks.

“It appears that, for some reason best known to themselves, various occupants of decision-making posts in the 
[Zimbabwe] Ministry of Environment have consistently been making bad decisions with regards to the management of our 
wildlife,” Hitschmann says.

In June this year, there was an outcry among wildlife groups after leaked correspondence between the DRC’s 
environment ministry and a Chinese company hinted at a plan to provide Chinese zoos with endangered species, 
including okapis and mountain gorillas.

Following the furor, the DRC government issued a statement saying no deal had been reached between the government 
and Chinese zoos, and that the proposal was still being evaluated under the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES).

Some activists worry that these exports might go forward under the guise of the Zimbabwe-DRC wildlife exchange 
program. …



PRESS RELEASE- MASS DROWNING OF BUFFALOES IN CHOBE RIVER
BWgovernment

The Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources Conservation and Tourism wishes to inform the public of a mass 
drowning of Buffaloes in the Chobe River along the border of the Chobe National Park, on the edge of the Kabulabula 
Peninsula.

Initial investigations by authorities on both sides of the Botswana / Namibia Border suggest that an exceptionally large 
buffalo herd was grazing in Namibia when they stampeded into the Chobe river.

The cause of the stampede is still uncertain and under investigation, however initial indications are that they were being 
chased by a pride of lions. It is estimated that more than 400 animals drowned due to the massive movement of buffalo 
trampling, and falling from steep river banks.

Carcasses have largely been removed, most being harvested by community members who live along the river in Namibia.

This is not an unusual occurrence as mass drownings have occurred before in the Chobe River notably off Sedudu 
Island.

G: In the past similar stampedes have occurred in Kafue National Park near Lake Itezhi-Tezhi.

BOTSWANA



Chapman’s Baobab
Veronica Roodt

While mapping last week (03 Nov. 2018) in the Makgadigkadi area (Botswana), I visited the fallen Chapman’s Baobab 
(also called the ‘Seven Sisters’ because of its 7 trunks). It is situated just north of the Makgadikgadi Pans, on the route 
that was used by traders, hunters and pioneers in the mid to late 1800’s (including David Livingstone).

As many people may know, it fell down on the 7th January 2016 and broke into 3 fallen ‘trunks’. This happened almost 
3 years ago. I saw it about 6 months after it had fallen and fully expected ‘more pulp and less tree’ on my recent visit. 
(Baobabs tend to disintegrate rather fast after death as its consistency is more like a giant succulent than a tree.)

However, I was surprised to see that the trunks and some branches were still relatively intact and the bark has retained 
its colour. On closer inspection I saw hundreds of new shoots forming on the trunks, some of them quite big, and even 
some green leaves emerging. So, there is life in it yet! But, alas, it could merely be epidermal growth that will stop 
altogether eventually. ...

Plastic bags banned in National Parks
Namibian Sun

Visitors to national parks will be fined N$500 if found with any plastic bags in their possession. This new regulation is with 
immediate effect and has already been published in the Government Gazette.

NAMIBIA



Moza introduces new national electricity programme
Southern Times

The Mozambican government has launched a US$5 billion national electricity programme, which seeks to guarantee 
access to electricity to the entire population by 2030.  The National Director of Energy, Pascoal Bacelar, said that funds 
needed would be mobilised continually as the programme advances.
“This ambitious US$5 billion electricity programme will be implemented by the publicly-owned electricity company, EDM, 
and by the government’s Energy Fund,” Bacela said in a brief interview on Tuesday.
He added: “The World Bank, the European Union, Sweden and Norway are expected to jointly provide about US$223 
million in funding during the first three years of the progamme.”

Mozambique’s current generating capacity is around 2,200 MW, mainly supplied by the Cahora Bassa hydroelectric dam.  
Most of that power is exported to neighbouring South Africa, while only 18% of Mozambicans have access to electricity.

Proposed projects include a 1,245 MW plant in the northern part of the Zambezi River where Cahora Bassa is also based, 
and the 1,500 MW Mphanda Nkuwa plant further downstream. ...

G: In the last issue of the biWeekly, I printed a report on how big dams are now considered to be a thing of the past, so 
this electricity programme in Mozambique is quite a shocker.  The Mphanda Nkuwa dam is seen as possibly the worst 
dam construction in Africa because it will have huge social and environmental impacts.  
We have seen the article about the Kafue River Basin which has lost, according to WWF, 83% of its fresh water species.  
This is because of uncoordinated use of the water in the river and, of course, climate change.  Everyone quotes climate 
change these days but no-one seems to be sure if its impact, but it’s an excellent phrase to use. 

It is time we followed the example in New Zealand where they have given a river the rights of a living being.  We do need 
to look at the health of our rivers.  We need to research the impact of our human manipulation on the environment which 
we can see.  But, more importantly we need to research what we can’t see and what is going on in the river itself.  

I am also confused about all these big projects which are being hailed as development in Africa.  Is it because it is only 
big projects which get reported or is this what our African governments and our big donors, like the World Bank, think 
we need?  I am a proponent of small projects like solar where communities have a say and commitment to their own 
development.  But, that is me and … what do I know???

Wildlife Vets Namibia

The dust starts settling on a very busy season for us. Finally we have some time to show you some pics from our trip to 
Angola! When flying over Angola it becomes very apparent how important conservation projects are, many areas are 
deforested due to subsistence agriculture (see photo). We reintroduced animals (sables, nyala’s, lechwes, impala’s, eland 
and waterbuck) to a fledgling reserve of 30.000 ha in South-east Angola, immediately adjacent to these deforested areas. 
It was a challenging translocation, as the border crossing took long, it was warm and the roads were quite bad. We fed 
the animals and gave water during the trip on a regular basis. The animals were released in a pre-release boma, which 
gave the animals some time to regroup and rest. After 2 days the boma was opened and the animals could roam freely. 
It was very gratifying seeing the animals in their new home! It is heartening to see how both the local population and the 
owner of the reserve are pulling out all the stops to get this project of the ground. A big thanks to all those involved, and to 
Christo’s Game Dealers and Walmar Transport. Once again we are proud to be part of this project and we look forward to 
the future!

MOZAMBIQUE



OTHER STUFF
Peace Parks Foundation

Peace Parks Foundation CEO, 
Werner Myburgh, last week joined in 
critical discussions about the future 
of conservation in Africa as part of a 
meeting organised by Tusk Trust and 
Royal African Society at Buckingham 
Palace. The event - hosted by The 
Duke of Cambridge, Patron of Tusk 
Trust and Royal African Society - 
brought together key conservationists, 
philanthropists, business leaders and 
experts in sustainability, development, 
and tourism from across the world 
with the aim of starting a conversation 
about conservation and environmental 
challenges to be addressed over the 
next 20-30 years. 



EXCHANGE RATES
US$1 K11.85

P10.62
Nam$14.25

WEATHER
Min Temp Max Temp

24°C (75)  44°C (111)

Have a good two weeks 

Gill

A SMILE

My gosh, it’s hot ... where is the rain???


